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USER REPORT 

 

alexandros m. pfaff, founder and director at the House of Light Hellas, has been using the complex Biolaz-

Oberon, model 11S-pro with the software "dianel" since 2009. Our organization is engaged in self-awareness, 

meditation, spiritual / transcendental psychology, hypnosis, energy-healing, healing diet (peace-food-diet), 

geopathology & dowsing, holistic medicine as well as bioresonance testing. All needed methods for an 

holistic approach to personal balance, harmony, well being and health are being applied. Bioresonance 

testing, though, has a rudimentary part only in our practical work, mostly due to great economical crisis in 

Greece, since 2010. 

 

During the operation of Biolaz-Oberon 11S-pro Dianel we can state only very limited feedback since 

there has been only a row of testings and healing applications on a cancer candidate, which had already been 

confirmed by allopathic methods: The testing showed and verified all cancerous areas and the healing 

applications were used as preparation for the surgery that followed shortly after the applications.  

Other applications have been only the preparation of homeopathic globuli for two people and an 

epileptic dog.  

 

Let us try to specify the approximate percentage of Dianel-made diagnoses that match clinical 

diagnoses if this is possible: Due to the fact, that there was only one person with clear cancer diagnosis, 

which had been fully confirmed by Biolaz-Oberon 11S-pro Dianel, the percentage of matching was in this one 

case 100%. Of, course, there have been several possibilities for different organs with different grades of 

possibility but there has always been the verified by allopathic methods disease among the first three or four 

possibilities.    

 

For us Biolaz-Oberon 11S-pro Dianel is a way to find possible issues and, after dowsing test, be able 

to specify the results. Also, it is a way to reach people who are not open to alternative methods only. 

Unfortunately, due to the devastating crisis in Greece and, the ever more competition, we resultet in almost 

0 testings for the last 2 year period.  

 

A very convenient thing would be to include via the software the ability to directly choose e.g. a 

homeopathic or other substance from the data base and make a copy on globuli sugar or alkohol etc. Do you 

think this may be available sometime soon for Dianel? This way we would be able to directly choose suitable 

substance without having to do time-wasting search throughout an analysis template...  

 

There are many device on the market which are much faster than Dianel, which means the time 

could be used for healing applications or counselling instead of waiting for the scan to be completed. A data 

base with foods, herbs etc. would be great to be available, so would be the possibility for hair and other bio-

material testing (e.g. saliver).  
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